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This invention relates to improvements in pack 
ages and, in methods for sealing them. One ob 
ject of the invention is to producena package 
which is hermetically sealed by a band of sealing 
material extending around and relatively close 
to the article. Another object is to produce a seal 
which can be made with greater rapidity than the 
usual heat seal, or in less length of a wrapping 
machine at equal speed. Another object is to 
produce a type of scaled’ package particularly 
suitable for use on high speed wrapping machines, 
in which pieces of gum are wrapped at a rate of 
500-1000 pieces aminute. . ' . ‘ " ‘ 

The improved package and method will now be 
described with relation to the accompanying‘ ' 
drawings, in which 

Fig, 1 is a perspective view of a wrapper with 
an adhesive imprinted on it; and 

Figs. 2 to 7 are perspective views showing suc 
cessive stages in the wrapping of an article such 
as a gum stick. 
In the usual wrapping methods the wrapper is 

sealed either by dissolved adhesive or by the ap 
plication of heat and pressure. The ?rst method 
requires a substantial time to evaporate the sol 
vent from the adhesive, the second method re 
quires time for the heat to penetrate the wrap 
ping material and also time for enough heat to be 
abstracted from the fused sealing material so 
that the overlapping folds are set in place. ,In 
wrapping machines operating at a slow rate this 
is not a serious detriment, but in high speed ma 
chines the use of long heating or cooling times re 
quires abnormally long paths of travel with a con 
sequent increase in the size of the machine. 

I have found that the wrapper can be printed 
with a substance, such as an amorphous wax or 
some the commercial forms of pressure sensitive 
adhesive, which will stick either to the wrapper or 
to another wax coated area by pressure alone, and 
that the rapidity of the sealing operation can thus 
be greatly increased. It has been found desirable 
when using amorphous wax, which is a slightly 
tacky waxy residue produced by the petroleum 
industry, to print the molten wax in such a pat 
tern that every seam will be made by contact of 
two wax coated areas, and to chill the wax su?i 
ciently to solidify it before performing the wrap 
ping step. The consistency of the wax may be 
controlled by the addition of other ingredients, 
which may be high molecular Weight hydrocar 
bons such as para?in or the like. The coated 
areas, when brought into contact during the wrap 
ping, can be caused to adhere by any form of di 
.rect pressure such as a stamp or pressure rolls. 
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N I have illustrated in the drawings one form 0 
package which is particularly adapted for use 
‘with a pressure sensitive adhesive since it offers a 
way ‘of making a hermetically sealed packageat 
high, speeds. ‘The wrapper l is printed‘as‘ shown 
in Fig. l with a closed pattern 2 of melted amor 
phous wax, which is allowed to cool. The‘ pattern 
is here rectangular in shape, since it is designed 
for enclosing‘ a rectangular article ‘3 such as a 
gum stick. For purposes which will be described 
the pattern printed on the wrapper is so positioned 
that a wide margin 4 is provided at one side. The 
length of the rectangular adhesive pattern is 
slightly greater than the length of the article, 
while the width ‘of the pattern is slightlygreater ‘ 
than twice the width of the article. ‘ . 
For this reason, when the wrapper is folded 

around the article as in Fig. 2 the pressure sensi 
tive adhesive will lie in strips spaced slightly be 
yond the ends and one side of the article with 
the adhesive portions on the top and bottom ?aps 
of the wrapper directly opposite each other. The 
ends of the wrapper are now pressed down as 
shown at 5 in Fig. 3 causing adherence of the pres 
sure sensitive adhesive between. these ?aps and 
the bottom part of the wrapper. For neatness, 
folds 6 are then made as in Fig, 4 and the result 
ing flaps turned over on the tops of the package 
as indicated at ‘l in Fig. 5. 
The wrapper is then pressed down at 8 along 

the edge of the article as shown in Fig. 6. There 
being a 1ine of adhesive on each meeting surface 
of the wrapper, the pressure will cause ?rm ad 
herence of the two wrapper plies. One feature 
of advantage of the present‘process is clearly 
apparent from the step shown in Fig. 6. It will 
be noted that the portion of the wrapper ?at 
tened down has a central two-ply portion with 
end four-ply portions. If the sealing of the 
Wrapper were done by heat and pressure, as is 
customary, it would take a longer time for heat 
to penetrate the four-ply portions than the two 
ply portions. If the entire edge of the wrapper 
were folded at once as shown this difference in 
the time of heat transmission would result in 
either overheating the two-ply portion or under 
heating the four-ply portion. In accordance with 
the present process, this di?iculty is eliminated 
since pressure is transmitted instantaneously 
through the plies, whether two or four in num 
ber, and sealing will occur immediately wherever 
two mating surfaces of the adhesive are in con 
tact. It would thus be possible for complete seal 
ing to be accomplished by passing the superposed 
?aps under a roller, which would ?atten the 
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wrapper along the edge of the article and simul 
taneously seal it. 
To seal the wrapper in its ?nal form, the long 

margin 9 of the wrapper is folded over one top 
of the article and if desired retained there by a 
suitable adhesive. This ?nal adhesive, which may 
be of any type», need not be [relied on for the 
hermetic seal "desired, and on the ‘other hand the 
pressure sensitive adhesive need not be relied on 
to do the actual holding of the wrapper in place. 
As shown in Fig. 7 the ?nal closingv?ap Q 

provided by the wide marginal portionll ~is-of 
sufficient extent to substantially cover the top of 
the ?nished package. Therear ejhaeomers 6-61‘ 
the wrapper having been “folded in as described, " 
and shown in Fig, 2 will underlie said top ?ap 
9 and present a neat tucked in appearance-"for 
the ?nished package. It will be noted that the 
package as thus completed will have a smooth 
‘continuous, surface over’ substantially the entire 
area ‘at each ?at ‘side ‘of ‘the ‘package, which‘ sur 
faces'are ‘not ‘interrupted by any 'se'aimaii'd are 
therefore 's'iiit‘able for being ‘printed upon to thus 
avoid thefnéce'ssity of ‘using ‘the ‘ordinary printed 
'iab'el‘which ‘is usually employed‘ on such packages. 

4 'eth‘od of wrapping "an ‘article which‘ coin 
pr‘lSJés printing upon'a rectangular wrapper a fee- 
,“tangular band "of pressure ‘sensitive adhesive, said 
bandhaving “a. length ‘slightly in excess of “the 
l ‘ gthoffthe 'articl‘e ‘ahd‘a‘width ‘slightly in excess 
'0 'tw‘ic’ejthje width for "the ‘article and ll‘iavln'g ‘its 
‘when asymmetrically disposed on "the vsheet'to 
‘produce, ‘a widefr‘nargir'i'at‘one side of the vSheet, 
folding the wrapperbver the article to b'rln'g't‘he 
folded-over portions’of the band ‘into ‘superposed 
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registry, with top and bottom portions of the 
Wrapper overlapping beyond the front of the arti 
cle and with the wide margin at the bottom ex 
tending beyond the narrower margin at the top 
to produce a ?nal folding ?ap su?icient to sub 
stantially cover the top of the ?nished package, 
pressing top end portions of the wrapper down 
war'dly against ?attened bottomend portions 
thereof to bring the registered bands at the ends 
of the wrapper into adherence closely adjacent 
the ends of the article, folding each rear corner of 
the wrapper down upon its respective ?attened 
end portion adjacent opposite ends of the article, 
folding ‘over said ?attened end portions of the 
wrapper ‘upon the top of the article, pressing the 
front end top portion of the wrapper down against 
the ?nal» folding ?ap at the bottom to bring the 
registered bands of said portions into adherence 
closely adjacent the front of the article, folding 
the ?nal folding flap of said wrapper over the 
‘top of the package to substantially ‘cover the 
‘same, and adhesively securing said ?nally folded 
flap in position to complete the package. 

ELMER LOVELL ‘SMITH. 
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